
The Ultimate

Guide to Building
a Yoga Studio

For New Yoga teachers & Yoga studio Owners
Launch your yoga business with impactful tips on how to find the perfect balance
between craft and enterprise.
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Introduction

Yoga is an age-old discipline that encompasses 
physical, mental, and spiritual wellbeing in the form of 
exercises, stretching, body postures, and meditation. 
Slowly evolving into many newer forms and styles 
today, the popularity of yoga has only been increasing 
since 2000. 

In 2008, 17 million people were practicing yoga in the 
US alone. By 2015, that figure rose to 37 million people. 
Statista forecasted that the figure would rise to 55    
million by 2020. Well, in fact, the year 2020 witnessed a 
huge surge in yoga practices and almost saw our 
living rooms transform into yoga studios! The market 
share of yoga classes in the US alone is 51.3% in the 
yoga and pilates industry. 

This ebook is designed for new yoga teachers who are 
skilled in their craft and would now want to pursue 
their passion, professionally. It will serve as a roadmap 
for yoga teachers and yoga studio owners in their 
early days of setting up shop. There is no better time 
than this to do what you’ve always wanted to do - 
start the business of your dreams, the right way.

As they say, “From One Day to Day One!” 
Now, you can make it happen!



Step 1: Get a solid Business Plan
Stepping into the shoes of a business owner or entrepreneur is not easy,                    
especially when you are new. Undoubtedly, you will find yourself facing multiple 
obstacles. Sure, you have all the determination and drive to just set up your 
studio and start your yoga classes. That’s just not enough. 

There are over 300 million yoga practitioners in the world and to stand out 
amongst the crowd, you will need something more - an effective business plan 
and efficient execution.
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What does your ideal business plan look like?

A well-thought-out business plan is an ideal blueprint for your yoga business. 
You need to work out who your ideal customers are, what you can offer them, 
and how similar services are currently being offered around you. 

You will then be clear on your vision, mission, and values, helping you map your 
immediate course of action as well as the direction you need to maintain in the 
long run.
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1. Recognize your skill-set
In order to go ahead with your yoga studio plan, the first step is to clearly define 
the teaching philosophy that you are going to adopt and sell. Recognizing your 
primary skill-set is your top priority. There are different forms of yoga today. 
Hence, you need to take these three steps first -

Identify where your fundamental interests lie
Recognize the styles that you are most comfortable with
Embrace the yoga forms that you could best interpret to
your students

Once you have reckoned upon your strengths, you can easily define your studio’s 
purpose and clarify the core vision and mission for your business. Also, teaching 
the style where you have a strong foundation and have mastered, naturally gives 
you an edge over any other form. Your skill set can directly embody your studio’s 
mission and help you identify the nature of the audience your studio is likely to 
attract.

BUSINESS
PLANNING
ESSENTIALS

1

2

3

Recognize your skill-set

Identify your target consumers

Analyze your key competitors
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2. Identify your target consumers
Second, it is not only about what you are good at but also whether your services 
are important to the community you want to cater to. It is a highly differentiated 
marketplace and you need to identify your target consumers likewise. The most 
effective method is to segment your target audience through demographics, 
psychographics, or user persona. Here, you need to again consider two                     
important factors.

First, find out the basic demographic
information of the target audience
such as age, location, gender, income,
and so on.

Second, carry out a psychographic
analysis of the target market. This will
give you a better understanding of the
motivational factors such as lifestyle,
personality, and interests that could
encourage people to sign up for your
classes.

This practice will help you to find your niche in the market. And not just that, all of 
this information helps you stay relevant. Say, if any particular style does not 
appeal to your audience, you re-evaluate your target market or re-design your 
classes accordingly while keeping your core skills intact. Naturally, one cannot be 
teaching all kinds of classes. You need to highlight one basic element that will 
further define your brand. 

3. Analyze your key competitors
Competitor analysis is a crucial step at this point, just before you set out to        
structure your business plan. A competitive advantage is significant in not only 
setting up your studio but in also pushing your USP (Unique Selling Proposition). 
That said, the competition in the yoga business is huge, so as long as you intend 
to deliver your classes from a brick and mortar set-up, considering a suitable 
location and your local competition is more important. 
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A few steps to consider at this point are-
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What are the other yoga studios in your locality?
What forms of yoga classes do they impart?
What is the customer experience like at these studios?
How could your studio be different from your competitors?
What are the pricing brackets like?

Evaluating these points well will easily list out areas to work on and gaps to be 
filled. Document all your analyses to outperform your direct or indirect                   
competitors. 

Putting all of these points together will help you start with your next goal, i.e. 
coming up with effective branding strategies.
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Business Planning Worksheet
1. What are your primary skill-sets as a yoga practitioner?

      
     2.
     3.
     4.
     5.

2. Are there any styles that you are more comfortable with and one that you could 
best interpret to your students?
     
    
     2.
     3.
     4.
     5.

3. What are the styles that your local competitors have a niche in?

 
     2.
     3.
     4.
     5.

1.

1.

1.
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4. What are the key customer experience takeaways from your local                   
competitors?

 
     2.
     3.

5. Who else can you attract from outside your existing base of customers?

     
     2.
     3.
     4.
     5.

1.

1.
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Step 2: Effective Branding and
Marketing Strategies

A. Branding 
As defined by Investopedia, a brand refers to business and marketing concepts 
that help people identify a particular company, product, or individual. Apart from 
creating identities within a marketplace, branding techniques add value to a 
company and a competitive advantage over others in a similar industry            
category.

Your branding exercise should take place at the very initial stage of setting up 
your yoga business. Building trust at the very beginning might be a challenge but 
defining your business and worth in order to connect with your audience,                
understand their needs, and deliver on your promises, you need to position        
yourself right in an already populated market. This is where branding comes in.

For a start, branding your yoga business starts with creating your visual identity. 
The design details should go appropriately with your business mission and vision 
as the visuals eventually go a long way in conveying the right message. 
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All these visual elements must be thoroughly planned so that it articulates the 
actual feel of your yoga studio. Considering your visual brand elements                  
represent your identity as you start, consistency is very important to maintain as 
you go along your journey.

Other than the visual attributes of branding, ‘customer connect’ is one that has 
the potential to go a long way. Be it a big business or a small venture, ultimately 
your brand value thrives on your customers. 

A customer-responsive culture is especially crucial when you start because it is 
only empathy and human touch to your service that will help your studio not only 
to grow each year but also build a strong community from the very start. 

Listening to your clients is the key. 

How you talk to them, how your support team responds to them matters a ton. 
People generally love joining a new yoga or fitness studio because of the time 
they spend there. Otherwise, every other studio is already teaching one or the 
other form of yoga. If your studio can provide the space for people to feel                
connected and heard, then you have pressed just the right welcome button!     
Providing an amicable environment might be your studio’s key differentiator.

Visual Branding Exercise

Logo
Studio ambiance

Thematic colors &
fonts

Webpage Layout

Other Customizable
Detailings

HOME ABOUT US CONTACTPRICE

Lorem ipsum dolor sit  amet 
consectetuer adipiscing el it  
sed nonummy.

SIGN UP LOG IN

MY BUSINESS

Yoga
Excercise
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Talking about creating a visual identity and conveying the exact message out 
there, the next pit stop of your branding exercise should be marketing it right! 
Long hours of working on all aspects of your branding won’t make any sense if 
you don’t adopt a compelling marketing strategy. As you are just starting off, let’s 
keep paid marketing budgets aside and see how you can grow your brand, 
organically first.

Pro Tip:

Be a part of your clients’ conversations, ask them about the pain 
points they wanted to solve, take feedback positively, and respond 
quickly.
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B. Marketing Strategy

Importance of Business Listings
What if we told you that adding visual content online receives a surprising 416% 
of increased interaction from your targeted consumers? How about the fact 
that 46% of all Google searches involve local intent like finding your business’s             
location, open hours, contact details, website, social media handles, and so on.

Your small business venture is absolutely incomplete without your business 
information recorded in the area’s directory with vital info such as business’s 
name, phone number and address. And of course, not to forget - Customer 
Reviews! Potential customers usually bank upon reviews of a business before   
actually going ahead and using its services.

Ideally, the next step up is getting the same info listed online so your yoga           
business details are readily available to any potential clients looking for your 
brand or business online. Businesses that provide relevant information and 
images rank better in the search engine results and are considered to be            
trustworthy organizations. 

HOME ABOUT US CONTACTPRICE

Lorem ipsum dolor sit  amet consectetuer 
adipiscing el it  sed nonummy.

SIGN UP LOG IN

MY BUSINESS

Yoga
Excercise

Why list your Yoga Business online?

Better Brand Visibility

Right Information about
your Studio 

Easy to Contact
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There are many popular listing sites like Google Business Listing, Yogaasan that 
will help your yoga studio or business get discovered easily and deliver the best 
information about your business to your targeted market. Business listing on 
multiple platforms with consistency and accuracy of information goes a long 
way in making your brand recognizable even though you have just started off!

Significance of Social Media Marketing

Now that you have your website primed, it’s time to share your content and grow 
your visibility online. The bulk of your audience is bound to be using one form of 
social media or the other and it’s where you need to be to become a part of their 
world. 

Conversations on yoga are stronger on Facebook and Instagram, while at least 
24% of practitioners tend to use video guidance to practice yoga on their own 
(create your YouTube channel, now!) As a professional, you will also need to 
establish your presence on Linkedin. This would also help you connect with          
professionals from all fields looking for a way to balance their personal and          
professional lives in a quest for greater well-being.

It is essential to position your profiles keeping in mind the context of                             
conversations on the platform and the section of your audience specific to that 
platform. For example a formal profile and introduction that works on Linkedin, 
may not even create a ripple on Instagram, where a light and casual profile may 
help you connect with more people. 
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Branding Strategies Worksheet
Basic Branding Checklist

A Recognizable Logo

Primary Brand colors, fonts, and imagery 

An informative studio website

The tone of Customer Communication
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What conceptual mark do you want to achieve in branding 
your yoga business?

Offer Clarity of Services

Customer Connection

Studio Experience

Consistency in Recognition

Building Credibility

All of the Above

Any other, mention here:
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What is the focus of your brand in terms of providing services?

Improve Flexibility

Improve Balance

Spiritual Wellness

Holistic Healing

Any other, mention here:

Yoga Business Listing Checklist

Verified and Live

Business Name

Physical Location/ Address(es)

Business Website (include https if available)

Business Contact Number

Business Information Essentials

Official Email Address (Public + Verification)

Business Cover Image

Clear Business Description (Short and Long)

Keywords

Business Start Date

Services Offered

Open Hours

Additional Information List

High quality images of your business

Accepted Payment Methods
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Spoken Languages

Social Media Links

Special Attributes, eg. for senior citizens, free WiFi or Free Parking etc.
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Primary Category

Additional Category

Business Information Essentials

Pro Tip:

Primary Category best explains what your business is not what it does. 
Additional category list allows you to categorize your business with 
the closest niche that fits your business best.

Social Media Marketing Checklist

Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

Social Media Presence
Youtube

Linkedin

Any Other

Studio Name

Profile URL

Profile picture (Logo/Picture that conveys your core values)

Social Profile Essentials

Cover Image

Website Link

Platform-specific bio
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Step 3: Budgets and Financial
Projections
After you have sorted out your classes, themes, audience, location, and             
branding, it’s time to think about the investments and costs needed to transform 
these ideas into reality. This section will guide you on how to walk the talk - 
manage your spending and be sustainable.

To start any business, you will need to put the financial projections at the center. 
With so many things to take care of while setting up your yoga studio, your 
budget will initially become the deciding factor for your business expenditure.

Fundamentals of Budget Planning

Business Registration

Rent

Marketing Efforts

Staff Salaries

Studio Infrastructure

Business Management Software
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Class Planning for Higher Revenues

One-to-one classes

Group Classes

Online group Classes

Private online sessions

Having a calculated budget and setting up measurable goals will necessarily 
help you in planning your spendings better. The first year of your yoga business 
is not going to be super smooth or a ‘money double’ plan, for sure. So, evaluate 
your options on which to invest strategically. Avoid excess or unnecessary 
expenses and focus on the ones that are critical to opening your business.         
Following a structured financial blueprint will also help you in better planning 
your class fees and working hours. 
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Financial Strategies Worksheet
Write down the top costs needed to start your studio.

      
     2.  Legal Fees
     3.  Rent Deposit
     4.  Decor and Equipment
     5.  Any other

1.  Business Registration 

Total:

Write down the monthly costs required for running your studio.

      
     2.  Marketing costs
     3.  Staff Salary
     4.  Business Management Software
     5.  Retail Inventory
     6.  Any other

1.  Rent 
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Total:
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Write down the pricing for different types of classes.

 
     2.   Group classes
     3.   Online Group classes
     4.   Private online sessions
     5.   Class Cancellation fees
     6.   Any other

1. One-to-one classes

Checklist of Metrics to track your progress for a better financial overview

Class bookings

Attendance

Revenue by class

Revenue per student

Revenue by Instructors

Retention Rates

New Sign-ups

Customer Churns

Revenue Churns

$ in Bank

Note any other objectives you would like to target for your financial planning:
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Step 4: Structure your business
with Technology
Professionalism and efficiency play a significant role in helping you set up your 
business effectively. How do you handle the complexities of managing the 
day-to-day administrative tasks of your yoga studio, if you don’t consider buying 
yourself a management software? 

When you set up a new business, you are either working solo or with a small 
team. A yoga studio software can help you manage all those aspects of your 
business which should not require your unnecessary time or attention. A yoga 
studio software helps simplify operations at your studio by taking care of all the 
back-end administrative tasks. It entirely revamps your client’s experience, while 
giving you an edge over your competitors.

Must-have Features in a Yoga Studio Software

Booking and Scheduling Classes

Manage Check-ins

Payment Gateway

Waitlists Management

Auto-communication

Bookkeeping
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Why should you consider buying a Yoga Studio Software from Day One?
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1. Enhancing Brand Presence
Remember we spoke about branding strategies? Well, a yoga studio software  
gives you entire customizability in designing your service store that matches 
perfectly with your primary brand colors, your logo, links to your social accounts, 
and brand identity as a whole to help build your online presence. 

If you have a website, then find a yoga studio software that easily lets you embed 
your service store or you can also have a stand-alone page to manage your 
bookings. So when someone goes through the purchasing process, they get a 
hook of your branding exercise subconsciously.

2. Scheduling done Right
The ability to book classes online without having to make several booking calls is 
a huge plus today. When you offer your students or clients an easy way to book 
online and manage schedules as it suits them with clear site navigation, it             
actually sends the message of a smooth client experience.

When you create a class schedule page that is accessible to anyone who wants 
to check out your offerings, class types, and slots, you actually give liberty to your 
clients and students, and prospective leads to choose as they want. When they 
are browsing for yoga classes online, there are huge chances that any visitor to 
your website learns about your studio and the availability of the classes helping 
your business get the right conversions.

Enhances Brand Presence

Scheduling Done Right

Streamline Payments

Waivers and Consent

Frictionless Communication

Why a   Yoga Studio Software
while setting up your business?

https://www.getomnify.com/use-case/yoga-studio-software?utm_source=Free+Resource&utm_medium=Ebook&utm_campaign=Level1
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3. Streamlining Payments
In close connection to scheduling and the ability to book slots themselves, an 
intuitive yoga studio software also provides a secure payment gateway for 
receiving payments. So either someone buys one class or a class pack, they can 
pay upfront and drop in whenever they want. 

Easy payment solutions excessively help new Yoga teachers and studio owners 
to streamline their payments and renewals. It removes the hassle of having to 
maintain a register for that as it is normal for most customers to delay payments 
or renewals. The online payment option probably also reduces the awkwardness 
of asking for fees before every class!

4. Waivers and Consent
Online liability waivers function as an electronic signature for your clients to   
business policies before using your service to limit potential liability. Online         
waivers are indispensable for service businesses and especially the ones in 
fitness, sports, and recreation. Consider choosing a software platform that          
provides digital waivers as a mandatory pre-booking measure as they can         
minimize the risk of liability in the event of someone getting injured inside your 
studio premises or during your services.
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Why an Electronic Waiver? 

Fully Customizable

Protected in the cloud system

Allow faster check-ins

Lower waiting time

Less load for your staff

Gives a professional look

Touchfree process

https://www.getomnify.com/use-case/yoga-studio-software?utm_source=Free+Resource&utm_medium=Ebook&utm_campaign=Level1
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5. Frictionless Communication
Finally, everything boils down to how well you communicate with your team and 
your clients. Starting a new business doesn’t necessarily mean you need to start 
with a pen, paper, and calls. Make your communication frictionless and create a 
complete digital experience right from the word ‘Go’. And you can find this only if 
you adopt a yoga studio software that allows you to interact with your clients 
even while you sleep. 

Email automation is the most efficient toolkit for improving business-client               
relationships, nurture leads, and building a brand in the long run! Whether you 
get a new client, a slot gets canceled, reminder emails for an upcoming class, 
updated waitlist information needs to be sent so a slot could be filled in fast, or 
manage team communication - you have it all on auto-pilot! 
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Business Management Software
Worksheet
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Business Management Software Worksheet

Brand Customizability Features 

Service Store embed allowed

Option of connecting social media accounts

Scheduling Checklist 

Online and real-time display of schedule and slot availability

Customers have the option to book classes

Online payment options available

Customers have the option to book classes

Online payment options available

Payments Checklist 

Credit card/Debit card Payment Option Available

Online Payment gateways available like Paypal, Stripe, Razorpay etc

Book Now, Pay Later

https://www.getomnify.com/use-case/yoga-studio-software?utm_source=Free+Resource&utm_medium=Ebook&utm_campaign=Level1
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Wire Transfer Options

Frontdesk Cash Payment

Waivers Checklist

Fully customizable waiver template

Cloud-protected waiver

Professional Layout

Communication Checklist 

Welcome emails to clients

Booking, rescheduling, and cancellation updates

Payment confirmation emails

Waitlist update notifications

Internal communication - update trainers on class information 

Contactless form
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Starting your own yoga business needs a massive 
amount of planning and organization. In order to run 

your venture successfully, focusing on the minute 
details while designing the blueprint is decisive. 

Creating a space that helps in translating your pas-
sion to a profession needs sharp focus and guidance 

in every step.

Adopting the right scheduling and management 
solution can give you the platform to transform your 
dream into reality so that not only do you survive in 
this booming market of yoga professionals but also 

thrive.

Omnify’s all-in-one online yoga studio management 
system offers a powerful toolkit to nurture your brand 

and intuitive features that minimizes admin time, 
enables ease of booking and scheduling, easy 

check-ins, safe payment options and much more to 
create an outstanding customer experience, even 

when you are just getting started!

Find out how Omnify can help your yoga studio shine 
from day one!

Talk to Us

https://calendly.com/omnify-sales-1/quick-demo?utm_source=Free%20Resource&utm_medium=Ebook&utm_campaign=Level1&month=2021-12


Actionable Tips to Grow Your Yoga Studio
For growing Yoga Studio owners

Establish Your Legacy: The Professional's
Guide to Yoga Studio Management
For professional Yoga Studio owners

Explore other resources
in our Yoga Studio series
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